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1

Introduction

There are several methods available to perform rotationinvariant object recognition using correlation filters.1–11
Recent advances have created correlation filters that can
identify many rotated views of an object with one or a
small number of filters. One popular approach has been the
use of circular harmonic filters 共CHFs兲, which provide full
rotation and shift invariance.1,2 This method is based on
circular harmonic components of an input object, for which
rotation is invariant. The first CHF used one circular harmonic component, while more advanced versions use linear
combinations of circular harmonics of a training set of images, or minimize the average correlation energy. These
later filters generally have reduced correlation plane sidelobes and improved discrimination when compared to earlier filters. Furthermore, phase-only and binary phase-only
CHF filters have been used to yield sharp correlation peaks
and improve discrimination.6,12,13 Other advances include a
CHF filter designed to provide a specified response to rotations, implementation with a joint transform correlator,
and a wavelet-based CHF filter.14–16 Using these approaches, rotation invariance can be achieved using circular
harmonic expansions.
Rotation invariance can be obtained in a straightforward
way by using rotated versions of an input image as training
images to a generalized distortion-invariant filter. For example, using the original synthetic discriminant function
共SDF兲 filter, rotated objects can be made to have the same
correlation peak value.17 However, the SDF filter is limited
because it constrains only one value in the correlation
plane. The minimum average correlation energy 共MACE兲
filter is a type of SDF filter that attempts to control the
entire correlation plane.18 Generally, the MACE filter lacks
noise tolerance and is sensitive to intraclass variations. The
MACE filter is actually a special case of an optimal tradeoff SDF 共OTSDF兲 filter. In this filter, a performance measure is optimized while holding others constant and satisfying correlation peak constraints.19,20 To determine an
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OTSDF filter for a particular problem, an energy function,
which is the weighted sum of performance measures, is
minimized. In this way, the OTSDF filter provides the best
trade-off between the performance measures for the specified weights. In addition, some of these filters have been
combined with CHFs to provide rotation invariance.4,9,11,16
To properly use OTSDF filters, prior knowledge of the recognized and rejected classes are required, which may not
always be entirely available.
The use of distance classifier correlation filters 共DCCFs兲
can also yield rotation invariance. DCCFs represent a different approach in that they optimally separate available
target and reference image statistics while making them as
compact as possible. The distortion tolerance of the approach requires only a similarity in features of objects
rather than a precise match in pixel values. These filters are
used with more than one class of objects and measure the
similarity between shapes of the correlation plane and the
ideal shape for that class.21–25 In addition, they are capable
of quadratic decision boundaries. The design of filters that
contain many views of an object can be computationally
intensive. Because pattern recognition problems could involve many classes, objects within classes, and full rotation
invariance, the computation of a filter could be significant.
A simpler method that could significantly decrease the
computational load would enable more extensive development to occur.
Some disadvantages of SDF-based filters and DCCFs
are related to their implementation. These filters are in general complex-valued, which limits the devices on which
they can be implemented; however, modifications may be
used to find filters that may be implemented on spatial light
modulators 共SLMs兲 with specific constraints. In addition,
most development of advanced distortion-invariant filters
have been in the frequency domain and are often implemented with a 4 f correlator. The joint transform correlator
共JTC兲 has some advantages when compared to the 4 f correlator; however, the JTC cannot fully take advantage of
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many filters because an amplitude or phase-only form description of a filter is often required.
As the angular spacing of the training images used in the
SDF-based filters and DCCFs decreases to a small value,
the resulting filter will appear circularly symmetric. In the
limit, the filters will consist of concentric rings and can be
referred to as circular filters. They can be thought of in
polar coordinates with only the radius as a variable. By
using circularly symmetric filters, rotation-invariant texture
classification was achieved.26,27 In addition, a genetic algorithm was used to determine the radial magnitudes of a
binary circular filter.28 This approach used a performance
criterion of a weighted sum of other performance criteria.
The filters generated can be implemented on binary SLMs
in the frequency domain as opposed to the generally complex values of the former filters.
We describe circular versions of OTSDF filters and DCCFs for implementation in the frequency or space domains,
although they were designed in the frequency domain. Because the filters are circularly symmetric and the phase of
the Fourier transform of a real function is an odd function,
the filters are real-valued. In this way, they can be represented completely with SLMs with limited display characteristics. In addition, the spatial domain description is also
real, which enables implementation on a JTC. The circularly symmetric nature of the filter simplifies its computation. Because the only variable is the value of the filter as a
function of radius, the filter for an n⫻n image can be described by a vector of length p. In the next section, we
briefly describe circular and OTSDF filters and DCCFs.
Then, because some filters use different parameters in their
design and sometimes different performance measures, we
compare the filter performance in terms of an equivalent
effect of probability of error. Because complete prior
knowledge of the recognized and rejected classes may not
always be entirely available, we test the filters with objects
not in the training set, and in the presence of noise.

2 Circular Correlation Filters
When designing an SDF-based filter for rotation invariance,
often a set of images at equally spaced angles are combined
to form the filter. Sometimes, the number of training images N is kept small to reduce the computational requirement. The value of N is also significant because it affects
the value of the output SNR 共Refs. 29–31兲. As the value of
N increases, usually better rotation invariance is achieved;
the minimum output correlation peak of the training set is
larger. However, with increasing N, the maximum SNR of
the training set usually decreases and levels off. There may
be many image classes, which increases the size of N and
the computational demand of the filter.
Circular symmetric filter design attempts to eliminate
variations in the output response of rotated input objects. In
particular, only one image is required for an object to be
rotation invariant, so the computational requirement is significantly reduced. The disadvantage of circular filters is
that discrimination may suffer. Therefore, we designed circular symmetric filters using advanced filter designs specifically for detection and discrimination. In contrast to traditional approaches where multiple views of an object are
used as a training set for the filter, we summed the Fourier

transform of an object across each angle for a particular
radius as
xi ⫽

兺 X i共 r,  兲 ,

共1兲

where X i (r,  ) is the Fourier transform of the i’th input
object in polar coordinates, and xi is a vector that contains
the sum of the Fourier transform as a function of radius r.
Using the values of xi in a circular filter is equivalent to
using a training set with a large value of N 共close angular
spacing兲. This approach requires only one image for each
object, and the resulting filter values are contained in a
vector as opposed to a matrix. Because the filter is circularly symmetric, the phase values cancel and the filter will
be real-valued.
2.1 OTSDF Filters
We considered an example of an OTSDF filter that considers parameters of discrimination and noise tolerance as performance values. Additional parameters can be easily incorporated into the filter, but our example demonstrates the
circular OTSDF method. In our example, the filter was designed to minimize the effect of both additive noise on the
correlation output, and the average correlation energy. This
is actually a trade-off between MACE and minimum variance SDF 共MVSDF兲 filters.32 In the MVSDF filter the output correlations are generally broad, while the MACE filter
usually has sharp correlation peaks. The circular OTSDF
design can be described as
h⫽T⫺1 X共 X⫹ T⫺1 X兲 ⫺1 c,

共2兲

where X is a matrix and contains the training set of circular
filter values xi as columns, c is a vector that contains the
desired correlation peak of each training image, and the
matrix T contains the weighted sum of performance parameters. The vector h contains the values of the circular
OTSDF filter. In our example, T⫽ ␣ P⫹(1⫺ ␣ 2 Dx ) 1/2,
where Dx is a diagonal matrix with that contains the average power spectrum of the circular filter values, and P is
the noise power spectral density which is assumed to be
white. The parameter ␣ varies from 0⭐ ␣ ⭐1. If ␣ ⫽0 then
the resulting filter is a MACE filter, if ␣ ⫽1 the result is a
MVSDF filter.
2.2 DCCF Filters
The DCCF filter was developed to directly measure the
similarity between the shape of the correlation plane and
the ideal shape for that class.21 The DCCF filter was designed to optimally separate classes while making them as
compact as possible. In other words, the filter increases the
interclass distances while making each class more compact
to simultaneously improve distortion tolerance and discrimination. For two classes, the circular DCCF filter can
be described by
h⫽S⫺1 共 mx ⫺my 兲 ,

共3兲

where mx and my are the mean vectors of classes x and y,
respectively, and S is the diagonal matrix,
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Fig. 2 Correlation peak values resulting from a matched filter with
object K2 as the reference.

Fig. 1 IR image used in experiments.

S⫽ 关 1/N x ⌺ 共 Xi ⫺Mx 兲共 Xi ⫺Mx 兲 *
⫹1/N y ⌺ 共 Yi ⫺My 兲共 Yi ⫺My 兲 * 兴 ,

共4兲

where Mx and My are the diagonal matrix versions of mx
and my , and Xi and Yi are the diagonal matrix versions of
the i’th image in classes x and y. The first summation in Eq.
共4兲 is over class x, and the second summation is over class
y, and N x and N y are the number of images used for each
class.
3

Simulation Results

3.1 Recognition
We examined the performance of circular matched and
OTSDF filters and DCCFs by comparing their results from
the same sensor imagery. We used two classes, each with

five training objects with each object taken from the IR
image shown in Fig. 1. Each object image was 128⫻128
pixels and contained one object. The circular matched filter
was derived from object K2, and the training sets for the
OTSDF filter and the DCCF were from objects K1 to K5
and B1 to B5, for class x 共in class兲 and class y 共out of
class兲, respectively. In the approach of Ref. 28, a genetic
algorithm determined the radii of the circular filters while
we considered circular filters with radii of 2 pixels.
We initially compared the correlation peak values using
different filters as a measure of performance. With all filters
we cross-correlated the input images at one rotation angle
with the circular filter; input images at various rotation
angles gave the same result due to the filter being circularly
symmetric. The results for the matched filter are shown in
Fig. 2. The data showed that most correlation peaks were
similar to or greater than the peak associated with the object from which the filter was made. The results indicated
that the matched filter provided no discrimination between
the two classes of objects.
We show the peak correlation values of the OTSDF filter in Fig. 3 for ␣ ⫽0.90. The results show that the discrimination among the training set was satisfactory, indicated by the large separation between the two sets of
correlation peak values. The discrimination of objects not
in the training decreased even though the images visually
appeared similar to the training set.
The correlation peak values for the DCCF filter are
shown in Fig. 4. For the training set, the two classes were
separated, but it did not appear to be as great as with the
OTSDF filter. Although the discrimination of the remaining
objects appeared to decrease, the discrimination appeared
to be greater than that for the OTSDF filter. A useful performance measure associated with DCCF filters is the logdistance ratio 共LDR兲. It is written as
LDR⫽log 共 d x /d y 兲 ,

共5兲

where d x and d y are the transformed distances between the
input object and the class centers. For in-class objects, the
LDR should be negative, indicating that the distance to the
center of class x is smaller than the distance to the center of
class y. In addition, the LDR should be positive for out-ofclass objects. The LDR results for the DCCF filter are
shown in Fig. 5. The data show that class y was correctly
classified in all cases; however, there were two classification errors with class x.
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Fig. 3 Correlation peak values resulting from the OTSDF filter.

Fig. 4 Correlation peak values resulting from the DCCF.

Fig. 5 LDR values resulting from the DCCF.
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Table 1 PCE values for different filters.
Filter

PCE

Matched

0.89

OTSDF
DCCF

1.84
0.77

The peak correlation energy 共PCE兲 values for the different filters were indicated in Table 1. The PCE for the
matched filter was the value obtained with K2 as the input
object. The PCE values for the OTSDF filter and the DCCF
were obtained from the average of the in-class training sets,
and were 1.84, and 0.77 for the OTSDF filter and the
DCCF, respectively. The correlation plane responses for an
input SNR of 10 when the object K2 was used as an input
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the OTSDF filter and the
DCCF, respectively. Figure 6 shows narrow correlation
peaks with large sidelobes, and Fig. 7 shows a much
broader response without sidelobes.

P共 E 兲⫽

3.2 Noise Performance
We compared the noise performance of the OTSDF filter
and the DCCF as a function of the SNR of the input images
using a methodology based on the human psychophysics
literature.33 In any detection task, there are some variables
that affect the SNR in an image, which affects the performance of detection or discrimination. To measure noise
performance we added noise to all input images. Then, two
groups of correlation peak values were generated: target
and nontarget values, as shown in Fig. 8. The two curves
overlap each other and generate two areas when a threshold
is chosen; one corresponds to error detection, where the
input image is classified as not containing the target when it
does. In contrast, there is a false alarm if the input image is
classified as containing the target when in fact it does not.
The probability of error detection P共error detection兲 is defined as the area under the curve indicated. Similarly for the
probability of false alarm P共false alarm兲. For an equal probability of target and nontarget the probability of error
P(E), is defined as

We compared the performance of both the OTSDF filter
and the DCCF for two cases; one when the 10 training
images were used as the test images and the other when the
test images contained the training set and an additional 10
images from Fig. 1. We used SNRs from 1 to 10, and for
each SNR value, we used 100 versions of each image containing independent noise samples. We then determined the
histogram of the correlation peak values and found the
value that produced the minimum value of the probability
of error P(E) for the two classes.
In the case of the OTSDF filter, Fig. 9 shows the minimum P(E) for all sets of test images for a filter with ␣
⫽0.90. When only the training images were used as the test
images, there was a relatively large separation between the
two sets of correlation values for all SNR values. The results indicate that a relatively large amount of noise was
needed to produce errors.
In the case where all images were used as test images,
the error due to the OTSDF filter increased when compared
to when only the training set images were used. Even when

Fig. 6 Correlation response of object K2 and the OTSDF filter.

Fig. 8 Histogram of target (in-class) and nontarget (out-of-class)
peak correlation values.

Fig. 7 Correlation response of object K2 and the DCCF.

P 共 error detection兲 ⫹ P 共 false alarm兲
.
2
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We also used the LDR values of the DCCFs to determine the probability of error. We calculated the LDR values instead of correlation peak values and chose a threshold
value of zero. Note that the zero threshold indicates to
which class an object is most similar, but does not necessarily indicate the optimum P(E). Using the LDR as the
performance measure, the P(E) generally decreased, as
shown in Fig. 10. The results using the training set as the
test set gave results similar to that of the OTSDF filter
using the same training set and correlation peak values as a
measure of performance. In addition, the P(E) remained
lower than previous results when the additional images
were added to the test set.

Fig. 9 Minimum probability of error using correlation peak values for
both the DCCF and the OTSDF filter.

noise was not present, some error occurred. Although the
threshold for the two cases were similar, the separation of
the correlation peak values of the images not in the training
set was smaller than for the training set images; therefore,
the P(E) increased.
We also showed the results of experiments using correlation peak values using the DCCF with the same two sets
of input images. In the case where only the training set
images were used to test the filter, the P(E) was higher
than for the OTSDF filter for all values of input SNR.
When all images were used as test images the P(E) of the
DCCF was lower than that of the OTSDF filter at large
values of SNR, and higher than that of the OTSDF filter for
lower SNR values. In addition, the P(E) did not increase
as much as with the OTSDF filter when all images were
used when compared to when only the training set was used
to test the filter.

Fig. 10 Probability of error using LDR values for the DCCF.

4 Conclusion
Advanced distortion-invariant filters such as the OTSDF
filter and the DCCF can be used as circular filters to obtain
rotation invariance. The filters’ performance was compared
using a probability of error so that filters having different
probability of error could be compared with a single measure. Using correlation peak values and a test set consisting
of only the training set used to make the filter, the noise
performance of the OTSDF filter was superior to that of the
DCCF. This is not surprising as the OTSDF filter is supposed to specifically set the correlation peak value. When
additional images were used to test the performance of both
filters, the results were similar. Therefore the OTSDF filter
was more sensitive to images not in the training set than the
DCCF. Using the LDR value as a performance measure the
DCCF gave results similar to those of the OTSDF filter
using correlation peak values, when only the training set
was considered for both filters. When images not in the
training set were used to test the DCCF, its probability of
error was lower than that of the OTSDF filter. Finally, the
filters were real-valued so they can be implemented on a
variety of SLMs. The circular symmetry of the filters significantly decreased the computational requirement of the
filters.
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